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Theme of the book: To encourage an absolute assurance
of salvation and an authentic fellowship with God.
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1)

JESUS’ IDENTITY (v.1)
A) His Deity – Jesus coexisted with the Father from the
beginning and therefore was ______!
B) His Manhood – John knew Him _____________.
C) His Life – Jesus is the __________ and sustainer of
all life.
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2)

JESUS’ MESSAGE (v.2)
A) His Incarnation – He first came into this world as a
baby, as a ________ being.
B) His Gospel – The reason for His birth was to give us
eternal ____________.
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3)

JESUS’ EFFECT (vv.3-4)
A) Fellowship with ______ and other ___________.
B) Complete ______!
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Answers: GOD, intimately, creator, human, salvation, God, believers, JOY
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1.

To what or to whom does the phrase ‘that which was from
the beginning’ refer?
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2.

How does John stress the appearance in history of the
Life?
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3.

What was the purpose of John’s testimony about the
appearing of the Life and thus of the apostolic preaching?
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4.

According to verse 4, why did John write this letter?
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5.

How does this purpose in writing connect with John’s
purpose in testifying to the appearing of the Life?
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6.

Why is fellowship important? What experiences of
fellowship give you the most joy?
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7.

Do you think that it is possible for people to have
fellowship with God? If so, then how? If not, then why
not?
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8.

If someone asked you about whether it was possible to
know Jesus personally, what would you answer? What
reason would you give?
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9.

Why do you think a relationship with Jesus matters
according to this passage?
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10. What does this passage teach us about our goal in
reading I John?
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